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decline In Ihe IrodIllonol t.ellege studen1 populalion, the econuflIc and

politieal hIclors n.11 affecl private giving, endowment investrwills, ond

government expenditures on heholf of po!Jsecondary educollon, and Ihe

in11,11lc4ll,lry foci cc,. lhof are c.w.-1,.; to r f,r,1(Ir thin f(qi,,.

Ihu pres!ire 1 o raise more revennw. le meet. (.ol lege 1.).'nend 1 lore', I.) 111,1.,

with 11 a pro,,!arro [`di 11.111 1011 111 1CO!,, hue 111(11'n 1!, no 11101 ; Mal

increased tuition prices will load to Increased revenues, ef;pecially ofler

student old Is no-f led out. While a consIderablo body of literature has been

devoted to the discussion of cost analysis and projeCflons of oxpendlture!..,

Ihere ha,, been little attention paid lo telfieds for projecting revenues,

porlieularly luilion revenues.

Further, what has been writion about fho effect of tuition increase 11.L,

tended to focus on tho 11nk between one pair of variables only: tuition price

and enrollment. While fhose variables are clearly crucial to any projectl,') of

tuition revenue. It is misleading to ignore tho simultaneous interaction!, (o

enrolment with financial aid and of tuition price with financial aid. Any

real understanding of not tuition revenue must take into account those 'three

relationships between pairs of the throe variable!, ,hat aro -the basis for

calculating not tuition revenue.

This paper has drawn on (1) the literature about the demo for higher

oducation and (2) other research relating tuition price- financial aid, and

enrollment. From these, a conceptual model was developed to capsulize the

system of factors affecting net tuition revenue--particularly in private

colleges. Private colleges are assumed to differ from public colleges in so

far as they do not receive a major portion of their operating revenues from a

state legislature or a local school district. and their ability to set tuition

prices is not constrained by such governmental bodies. The conceptual model

derives its face validity from the assumptions about the relationships between

the three key variables as expressed in the literature. For example. it is

.

commonly assumed that financial aid induces more students to enroll than would

otherwise be the case.

By recasting the conceptual model in mathematical and statistical terms,

it was possible to arrive at a formulation that'could be applied to historical

data about private colleges,in 1976-77 and 1977-78. The use of actual data

with the model allowed for two things: first. it was possible to see how well

the modei fitted reality, and second, it was possible to estimate the

parameters in the 'lc-Vice' formulation of the model with varying degrees of

confidence in the 'cuss of the resulting values.

While the statistical results derived from fitting the model were not able

to account for even fifty percent of the variability In the data, this exercise

in research is still valuable for several reasons.
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certain ships would rational ly load 10 the maxlmliallon of nol luIllon

rovonno ond vol lhoso oro not holog tollowod (as ovIdotwod hy

than maximcd revotn(tns), lho (;al so may ho managolal pollclos (rro holm'

formulotod or oxecutod with oilim goal!, In mind.

o With the conceptual model intact. It may bo fruitful to rcplIcato the

rJatistical analysis using In ''onries data for a single lastilution or

,,ross-oclional data for d flf ritr institutions, agoln surmounting

problems with qualify of iho data. Not only would Moro ho a hoitof

chance of attaining consistently significant rosulis wills tr moro

homogonocus data bask), but.thero would ho moro justification fcr

applying tho results to a particular college's situation.

o Even If the study is not replIcated, ii is usoful to hove sano numbers

based on national data to got a qualitative sense of the relationshfps

between variables in the system of factors affecting not tuition rovenue

at private col logos and possibly some sense of the order of magnitudo of

the offocts of those factors on each other.

e Finally, to the extent that this research study falls short of the

expectations or standards of other researchers in the areas of col logo

budgeting and the demand for higher education, it may stimulate those

scholars to conduct further, research of thoir own in the area of rovonuo

projection. Tho amount of information available to college policymakors

will be increased whether others build on the model sot forth in this

study or use a different approach to the problem at hand. Tho important

thing is to raise the level of knowledge in this area beyond its current

underdeveloped state.

This paper opens with a discussion of the importance of tuition and fees

as a source of income for private ,colleges. When thinking about this income

source, it is important to lock al mai tuitturt and fees revenue. not just gross

tuition and fees revenue. The literature available to an administrator

attempting to understand this revenue item Is of limited value because (a) it

tends to focus on Just one palr of factors affecting net tuition revenue at a

time (for example. tuition price and enrollment. or financial aid and

enrollment), (b) it does not always move from the discussion of the factors

studied to their revenue implications, and (c) it generally does not describe

research done at an institutional level.

If not tuition and fees revenue is defined as gross tuition and foes

revenue less institutional financial-aid expenditures, the factors directly

involved in calculating LIM.= in this revenue item are the Lialtz!es in tuition
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I. Background

Tuition Revenue.in Private Colleges

As the costs facing higher education continue to escalate, there is a greater

need to understand and to project the revenues that institutions will have

available for meeting instructional costs. In the case of private colleges, it

is particularly crit'cal to understand the portion of the revenue stream

derived from students, since This is the primary source of current operating

funds in most private institutions In the United States.

Smith and Henderson (1976) found that it is possible to categorize

institutions of higher education by significant revenue sources. Their

empirical analysis of financial patterns at 2,859 American colleges and

universities resulted in a taxonomy consisting of five clusters. each dominated

by one of the following funding sources: (1) tuition. (2) endowment income,

(3) annual private giving,-(4) sponsored research revenue. and (5) state and

local appropriations. In their study, approximately 90 percent of the private

institutions fell into clusters 1 and 3. Almost half' of the private colleges

fell into cluster 1. with the mean percentage of educational and general

revenue from tuition equal to 78 percent. While annual private giving was a

significant percentage of educational and general revenues for schools in

cluster 3 (an average of 34 percent), tuition was still the'source of more than

half of the educational and general revenues.(an average of 52 percent).

This central role of tuition revenue in private colleges is further

accentuated by the factors affecting other'sources of. income. First, a

downturn in the business climate due to recession and inflation coupled with

people questioning the value of higher education is affecting the amount of

private gifts, the return on colleges' endowment investments, and the funds

made available by private foundations for sponsored research. Second,

government appropriationS for all sectors of higher) education may be reduced

under more conservative spending policies spurred by the taxpayer revolt of the

late 1970's. What funds are appropriated will be sought after in an atmosphere

of increased competition between public and private institutions as all

colleges face inflation-driven costs.

Tuition revenue is also important as a source of income over which private

college administrators have sane control (Cyert 1975). When a. college must

raise more money to meet rising costs, public institutions do not have the same

freedom to raise tuition levels because they are usually guided in tuition

policies by the state legislature or tied to system-wide policies. Finally,

consumers may be willing to accept increased tuition charges to the same extent

that they accept increases in the prices of other goods and services. This

means that tuition revenues at least have a chance of keeping pace with

inflation as a source of revenue for off-setting inflation driven increases in

institutional expenditures.

Gross Versus Net Tuition Revenue

An important characteristic of tuition .-evenue'is-jts interpretation as

the level of support afforded-an institution by 1i- 1-udents_(Dickmeyer and

Hughes 1979). However, it may be misleading to look at _gross fbItIon.reyenue.

4 13



as a meaningful measure of student support because gross tuition and fees

revenue is the total of al- -1 -funds that would be collected from students if

every student paid the full tuition price. (Essentially, it is the number of

students enrolled multiplied by the annual tuition charge.) However, net

tuition revenue (defined as gross tuition and fees income less Institutional

financial-aid expenditures) is actually the more logical measure of student

support for an institution, since student aid expenditures are supported by

sources of income other than students (Nelson 1978; °1Neill 1973).

The techniques for estimating revenues have not been refined In detail

because budgeting tended to focus on expenditures during the time that college

enrollments were growing. In particular, the basic method for estimating

tuition revenues still consists of taking the product of th,.. tuition rate in a

future year and the expected FTE enrollment for that year (Dozier, Howard,

Jenkins, and Williams 1980; Hopkins and Massy 1977). This often_means that the

revenue projection is reduced to an enrollment projection made by the registrar

op,director of admissions (National Association of College and University

-Business Officers 1968).- This simple formulation leads to the general notion

that a decrease in enrollment will probably mean a decrease in tuition revenue

(Academy for Educational Development 1979; Caruthers and Orwig 1979; Ginsburg

'1975).

The Web of Factors Affecting Net Tuition Revenue

If a college anticipates a demographic decline in enrollment that will

reduce tuition income if the tuition price remains the same. or ff a college

must raise money to meet rising costs, a common policy alternative is to raise

tuition. It is not uncommon to find that a college has set its tuition and

fees on the basis of revenue needs or with only minimal consideration of the

sensitivities of its student market (Huddleston and Batty 1978, p. 41). In

fact, there are many factors that affect tuition revenue and all of them should

be considered together'before instituting a new policy. The difficulty with

trying to consider all of these factors is that their effects are entangled" In

a veritable spiderls web of conflicting forces.

For example. increased tuition charges can be used to recover some of the

revenue lost when enrollments decline fordemographic reasons. At scamp point.

the tuition charge Itself may contribute to a decline in enrollment (Caruthers

and Orwig 197n). Because of this relationship between tuition and enrollment,

Hopkins and Fassy (1977) have suggested that the extent of this relationship.

called the price elasticity of demand (in economics), should be estimated and a

"student demand equation should be inserted into any algorithm used for

forecasting tuition revenues. The research,' effort to quantify the effect of

tuition price on enrollment comprises an entire literature in itself. Reviews

of this literature may be found in: CalifOrnia Postsecondary Education

Commission (1980), Cohen (1980), Cohn and/Morgan (1978), Dresch (1975), Jackson

and Weathersby-(1975), McPherson (1978), and Weinschrott (1977).

However, because we have said that the relevant quantity is net tuition

revenue (rather than gross tuition revenue), the impact of price increases goes

bOyorfCI the-dfrect effect on enrollment. For example. college financial aid

policies also have a direct effect on enrollment. College financial aid

policies are based on the assumption that student financial assistance can



offset the adverse enrollment effect of raising tuition levels (Academy for

Educational Development 1979). While an increase In financial aid may help

increase or maintain enrollments, it can also cause a decrease in net tuition

revenue. This is often ignored as Meeth (1974) has pointed out:

Many college administrators see
increased enrollment as the path away

from a deficit operation and, consciously-or subconsciously, make

growth a primary purpose of their institutions. increased enrollment

by itself, however, is part of the econanic problem of the small

college, not the solution. Unless or until students pay the full

cost of their education, growth means greater expenditures, not

savings. [P. 155]

There are still other expenses connected with increasing or maintaining

enrollment that are not considered in the traditional calculation of net

tuition revenue. CollegeS are allocating greater portions of their budgets to

recruitment to attract new students and to counseling and tutoring to retain

the students already enrolled (Caruthers and Orwig 1979). Ideally, a

long-range budget forecasting program should Incorporate the links and feedback.

loops that relate the costs of such marketing activities and student aid with

enrollment levels and tuition rates (Hopkins and Massy 1977).

Such a method of revenue projection would have the advantage of reflecting

the consequences of management decisions, in addition to incorporating the

impact of environmental variables such. as the economic and demographic trends

colleges'already consider (Caruthers and Orwig 1979). it does not seem that

this complete model has yet been put into operation for private college

budgeting. The smaller institutions for which such models could be most useful

are not equipped to develop them. On the other hand, schools with resources to

develop such a model do not worry as much about the responsiveness of

enrollment to tuition Increases and so consciously omit such feedback loops

(Hopkins and Massy 1977).

In addition to considering the effects of changes in tuition price.

financial aid, and enrol Iment--variables-that-are-all
ved-directl y in the

calculation of net tuition revenue - -on changes in net tuition revenue and on

each other, there are other factors. Institutional characteristics may cause

slightly different patterns of effects to occur. The indirect effects of these

institutional characteristics on net tuition revenue must also be understood

and taken Into account. In considering enrollment trends and the factors that

contribute to an understanding of the selection of an Individual school by a

prospective student, researchers have identified: financial condition,

reputation, size. location (Centre 1980), annual costs, convenience. whether

the student believes he or she wouldbe admitted, traditional relationships

with the institution such as church or high school ties, whether the

institution offers the desired progran, persuasion, and whim or accident.

(Mayhew 1979). In the specific cases of private Institutions, Mayhew

emphasizes the importanCe of distinctiveness of progran, smaller size.

reputation, high selectivity. drawing students from beyond the local/area,

rural location, and institutional dependence on tuition revenue.

In short, there is a tangled web of factors whose effects on net tuition

revenue must he untangled in order to understand the net tuition revenues an

Institution will realize at a particular price level or with a particUlar

15



financial aid policy or with a particular admissions policy. At the center of

this web are the factors directly involved in the calculation of net tuition

revenue (enrollment, financial aid, and tuition price). .Around the edges of

the web are all the characteristics that dft+inguish institutions from each

other and have an indirect impact on net tuiii .1 revenue. For a more detailed

discussion of the literature on the factors directly affecting net tuition

revenue, see Cohen, Model Res_enlie

in_PrIvate_cRligge5, 1980.

A Proposed Model of the Web of Factors Affecting Net Tuition Revenue

A pictorial display of possible interactions of faLlui-s that affect net

tuition revenue is shown In figure 1. Of the six possible relationships

between pairs of the four variables change in net tuition revenue, change in

tuition price, change in financialaid expenditure, and change in

enrollment--every relationship can be found explicitly or implicitly in the

literature. Specifically, these relationships can be summarized as follows:

Assumption 1:

Changes in enrollment affect changes in net tuition revenue. Probably

all other things remain the same, an increase in enrollment is likely to

result in an increase in net tuition revenue, because there are more

students to pay the advertised price.

Assumption 2:

Changes in financial aid e 'itures affect changes in net tuition

revenue. In this case, if other things remain the same, an increase

in financial aid is related to a decrease in net tuition revenue because

more discounts have been given to the institution's customers.

_Assumption 3:

Changes in tuition price affect changes in net tuition revenue.

Intuitively, if all other things remain the same, an increase in tuition

price is related to an increase in net tuition revenue because the price

to each customer is higher.

Assumpti_on 4:

Changes in financialaid expenditures affect changes in enrollment. It is

generally assumed that, all other things being equal, students will choose

the school whose cost is discounted the most.

Assumption 5:

Changes 'in tuition price affect changes in enrollment. It is generally

assumed that, all other things being equal, students will chose the

school that costs the. least.



assumption 6:

Changes in tUltion price affect changes in financial aid. It is generally

assumed that, all other things remaining the same. the Impact of tuition

price increases by discounting the tuition price with financial aid should

mitigate the problem.

While these assumptions are predicated on all other things remaining the

same. the fact is that all other things do not remain the same. The

assumptions, therefore, cannot considered in Isolation from each other. If

we express graphically these a. umptions using arrows to represent the

hypothesized impact Of one variable on another, we can see how difficult it may

be to predict the effect of initially changing just one variable. This is

because a change in one variable is likely to trigger changes in the other

variables.

Figure 1 shows the relationships between changes i.n net tuition revenue

and the variables involved in its calculation. Each.relationship Is represented

in the figure by an arrow that is numbered to correspond to one of the

assumptions listed above. Each arrow points to the probable result of a change

in the variable at the tail of the arrow. The figure also shows that

institutional characteristics have direct effects on the Jactors used to

calculate net tuition revenue thereby allow.ing the institutional

charactar:stics to have indirect effects on Ilettuition revenue.

Tuition Trice

(5)

(1)
p

Nut Ttiition

.,:venue

( 2 )

(2)

Financial Aid
Expenditures

Fig. 1. Relationships assumed to exist b tween change in net

tuition revenue, change in tuition price; change in financial

aid expenditures, and change in enrollment
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II. Method

Research Design

The objective of the research study whose findings are discussed in this report

was to identify those factors found to have a systematic effect on increases or

decreases in net tuition revenue at private colleges'and assess the extent of

those effects. The study was limited to private colleges because of their high

dependence on tuition as a source of revenue. Since even among private

colleges there are different anphases on the missions of teaching, research.

and public service that influence revenue and expenditure patterns, separate

analyses were run for different types of private colleges using the NCHEMS

taxonomy (Makowski 1979) for postsecondary institutions.

The primary factors studied were those directly involved in the
calculation of net tuition revenue. that is tuition price. financial aid, and

enrollment. Secondary consideration was given to those institutional
characteristics that may distinguish different private institutions fromeach
other. Two of these institutional characteristics, type/of institution and
size of student body, were used to stratify the sample of approximately 1.000
non-speqalized private colleges and universities. Other institutional

characteristics, selected from the wealth of data available using factor
analysis aryd data quality considerations, were entered. directly into the

analysis with the prinary factors.

Previous studies in this general policy area have either used a
specialized survey of individual students or have gone to the other extreme.

and used aggregate data for all the-Institutions of higher education in a

state. With the possibility of facilitating the application of any findings to

the problems of individual institutions, this study was designed to use data
resulting from a survey of institutions (rather than students or states).

Thus, it is possible that Individual institutions'would be able to collect

similar data items about their peer institutions and use the methodology
outlined in this study'to replicate the study results for themselves.

As Radner and Miller (1975) have pointed out:

Effective policy analysis requires, of course, not just good
projections based on the assumption cf unchanging trends but
also estimates. of how policy instruments affect target variables
. . . [P.. 2]

This study was designed to emphasize the understanding how policies about

tuition, financial aid and. enrollment might affect the target variable net
tuition revenue. The results of the design was a behavioral model that is Tess
accurate than a forecasting model (Weinschrott 1977). When It comes down to

specific numbers, a behavioral model makes explicit all the ,;ying

assumptions that might be modified rather than assuming that tr,y will never

change. It. therefore, can be left in the background as in using trend

analysis for forecasting.

The behavioral model developed consists of four linear equations, one for
each change variable mentioned in assumptions 1 -6. As is the case with all

models. this one is clearly a simplification of reality. If one assumes that
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net tuition revenue is approximately the product ofenrollment and tuition

minus financial aid, the change in net tuition revenue from one school year to

the next is not a simple linear combination of the changes in enrollment.

tuition, and financial aid. in fact. one can compute the relationship between

change In net tuition revenue and the other variables, by substracting the

expressions for net tuition revenue in two consecutive years. One discovers

that the change in net tuition revenue is equal to the sum of four terms: base

tuition times the change in enrollment, base enrollment times the change in

tuition price, ch,,Ige in enrollment times change in tuition price. and minus

one times the chelge in financial-aid expenditures.

The statistical technique best suited to investigating the relationship

between continuous variables is multiple regression. Here, multiple regression

was used to lock for the existence of the relationships in assumptions 1-6 and

of any relationshps between institutions; characteristics and the change

variables directly involVed in the calculation of changes in net tuition

revenue. The regression coefficients were interpreted as indications\of the

direction anc strength of these relationships. The analytical tool used for

doing the regression analysis was SPSS--the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (We. Full, Jenkins. Stelnbrenner, and Bent 1975; Anderson ancr.Sinha

1980).

Sources of Data

The data were draw, from two sources. One source wasthe Higher Education

General Information Survey (HEGIS) of the National Center for Higher _Education

Statistics (NCES). This Survey collects information on institutional. finances'.

fall enrollments, employees, and other characteristics of eve- three thousand

institutions of higher edUcatIon across the United. States. This study used

information collected about private colleges in the 1976-77 and 1977-78

administrations of HEG1S, which were the most up-to-date, c..-,:flete, and, uniform

surveys available in July 1980.

The second source'of date used in the study was a computer tape of the

information used in preparing the College Entrance Examination (CEEB) College

Handbook (16th ed.i for 1976-77, it included about two-thirds of the private.

Institutions In the HEGIS file. path elements contained 'on the 'tape provided

information about general institutional characteristics, curriculUm.

admissions, student life- annual expenses, and financial aid.

The data were divided into 10 groups using the NCHEMS taXonamy for

postsecondary institutions and FTE enrol Invent Pp 1976-77. The number of cases

in each gro-up is based on those private institu ions (excluding such

specialized schools as law schools. divinity-se ools. etc.: reporting tuition

in 1976-77 and 1977-78 and reporting full-time first-time freshmen in 1976-77

to HEGIS, Two schools were excluded for inconsi tencieS in enrollment figures.

Tabl&1 describes each group in terms of a category in the NCHEMS

classification scheme and, when a category was subdivided, in terms;of 1976-77

FTE enrollment. For each group, the geographic distribution of schools across

the United States is given both in absolute numbers and also in terms of

-percentages.
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Table 1

Definition of Ten Groups of Private Institutions and

Their Geographic Distribution Across the United States

Class and Sizel
R1

Geographic Region
R2 R3 R4

i Totaf

R7

Major DoctoralI 34 10 6 9 59

I 57.6% 16.9% 10.2% 15.3%

Comprehensive
1-2499 1 23 7 8 24 62

37.1% 11.3% 12.9% 38.7%

over 2499 I 35 13 9 13 3 9 78

44.9% 16.7% 11.5% 23.1% 3.8%

Two Year
1-499 I 52 37 37 19 145

35.9% 25.5% 23,51

over 499 37 14 22 3 6 I 82

45.1% 171% 26.6% 3,,I% 7.3%1

General
Baccaftureate

1-499 I 36 31 22 18 I 107

33.6% 29.0% 20.6% 16.8%

500-749 I 31 41 42 14 1 I 129

I 24.0% 31.8% 32.6% 10.9% .8%i

7W-999 i 21 47 37 15 I 120

I 17.5% 39.2% 30.8% 12.5%

1C00-1499 i 35 47 32 16 I 130

I .r26.9% 36.2% 24.6$ 12.3%

over 1499 I 44 42 26 11 3 I 126

34.9% 33.3% 20.6% 8.7% 2.4% I

Grand Total 1////////////////////////////////1 1038

Note:
Size In FTE students enrolled 1976-77.

R1= North Atlantic States
2= Great Lakes - Plains States
= Southeastern States

R1= 'Western - Southwestern States

R7= Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto Rico. and virgin Islands
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Variables

From among all the data in the HEGIS Surveys of 1976-77 and 1977 -78 and

College Handboek for 1976-77. 20 variables were selected for inclusion in the

analysis. The pr1,-73:y variables considered were those that are involved In th3

direct calculat!c.,a of net tuition revenue: change in net tuition revenue.

change in enrollmiint, change in financial-aid expenditures, and change in

tuition price. Sixteen variables that represent institutional characteristics

and may have indirect effects on net tuition revenue were also included in the

analysis. inn any attempt to adapt this analysis for a particular institution

or group of institutions rather than a national survey. there may be better

measures of institutional characteristics available. In particular, the

quality of information about (1) institutional selectivity or (2) quality

available nationally in machine-readable form, was not high enough to warrant

its inclusion in this statistical analysis. Also, the use of factor analysis

to select a nonredundant set of variables from all the variables available

introduces a measure of arbitrariness into the choice process. Another subset

of variables may be just as good or possii_ly even, better.

Variables In the Calculation of Change in Net Tuition Revenue

DNTR = Change In net tuition revenue for school year 1977-78 over 1976-77

DATP = Change In advertited typical undergraduate tuition price for

1977-78 over 1976-77

DFAE .Change in institutional financial-aid expenditures for 1977-78 over

1976-77

DFTE = Change in FTE enrollment for 1977-78 over 1976-77

Inttitutional Char: 'reristics

All of these variables are based on measurements for the school year

1976-77 only.

Annual Student Expenses

X178 = Advertised typical undergraduate tuition prices

FAE77 = Institutional scholarships and fellowships

AfInancial-ald expenditure)

X47 = Percentage of students from in-state

X48 = Percentage of students in college housing

PROFIT = For - profit institution (coded yes or no)
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X52 = Percentage of students from minority backgrOund

R1-R4 = 'Region of the United States (coded yes or no

for each region),

Curriculum

X63 = Percentage of undergraduates choosing Engineering

Financial Characteristics (which may be proxies for institutional

characteristics comprising a school's reputation)

FC2 = Dedication to students welfare (that is, student
services expenditures as percentage of total

E&G expenditures)

FC3 = Reliance on student support (that Is, gross tuition

and fees revenue as percentage of total current

fund revenues)

FC4 = External support for institutional financial aid

(that is, restricted scholarship: and fellowships

expenditures as a percentage of totEA1 scholarships

and fellowships expenditures).

FC5 = Dedication to institutional financial aid (that is,

total scholarships and fellowships expenditures

as percentage of gross tuition and fees revenue)

Quality

SFR = Student-faculty ratio (that is, total FTE enrollment
divided by total number of full-time faculty)

Statistical Analysis

The assumptions about the relationships between the primary variables can

be represented and assessed statistically by estimating a system of fOur linear

equations-- one equation for each primary variable. Multiple regresslon is

the statistical technlque best suited to analyzing a single continuous

variable, such as change in tuition price or percentage of students from

in= state. Discrete yes or n variables can also be incorporated as dummy

variables with yell corresponding to 1 and J14 corresponding to 0.

In this study, rather than having a single linear equation to estimate,

there was a system of four equations:

DATP=b +c X +...+e (1)

01 11 1 1
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DFP.E =b +b DATP +c X +...+e (2)

. 02 12 12 I 2

DFTE=b +b DATP+b DFAE+ +c X +...+e (3)

03 13 23 13 1 3

DNTR=b +b DATP+b DFAE+b DFTE +c X +...+e (4)

04 14 24 34 14 1 4

where.
DATP, DFAE. DFTE, and DNTR have already been defined as the

the changes in tuition prico. financial aid, enrollment,

and net tuition revenue. respectively.
X -... represent the sc. ondari,i variables defined above That

1

may or may not enter into a
particular equation for a

particular group of institutions,

b = the direct effect of the i -th primary variable

iJ

on the J-th primary. .varlable when the values of all other

variables are'held constant,

c = the direct effect of the k-th secondary variable

kJ
on the J-th primary variable when the values of all the other

variables are held constant,
= the random or stochastic (vs. systematic) component of

J
the behavior of-the J-th primary variable. that is the

disturbance introduced into the system by factors not explicitly

mentioned.

Ordinary least squares estimation techniques (here, the REGRESSION

procedure of SPSS) were used to estimate the Os and es in this. multi-equation

system. The use of this technique requires the assumption that the variables

in the core of the systev, do not have reciprocal impacts on one another and

that any errors are not due to the systematic omission of the same variables

from all four equations.

The individual regression coefficients, b1J. can be interpreted as the

measure of the direct effects:or assumptions charted in figure I, earl ler.

Figure 2_specifically shows how some of the regression coefficients of

equations 1-4,' that is the Os, correspond to assumptions 1-6 relating the

variables involved in the calculation of change in net tuition revenue to one

another. Also in figure 2, one can see how the c's relate the institutional

characteristics to the variables directly Involved in the calculation of change

in net tuition revenue.
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Fig. 2. How regression coefficients from equations 1-4

relate pairs of variables
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Now, usi g figure 2, it becomes a simple matter of tracing out the total

effects of the variables (rather than Just the direct. effects). This is

important. For example. when the tuition price changes. not only does it have

a direct effect on net tuition revenue. but also an indirect effect through

enrollment and financial-aid expenditures that are also hypothesized to depend

on tuition price.

This becomes clearer when we see that in order to compute the total effect

of a unit change in tuition price (DATP) on change in net tuition revenue

(DNTR), It Is simply a matterof tracking all possible paths from DATP to DNTR

and summing the effects contributed by e..)ch route:

b

14

+b b

12 24

+b b

13 34

+b b b

12 23 34

Tho d1rocl- iho palh lho paTh lho palh

paih to ihrough Ihrough Through

DNTR DFAE DFTE DFAE and DFTE

A similar computation could be made to determine the

effect of any variable which enters on the right hand side

of one of equations 1-4.

Whenever equations 1-4 are estimated with sufficiently accurate data and.

the best subset of institutional characteristics, it should be possible to

compute the total effect of each institutional characteristic on net tuition

revenue by reducing the system to a single equation. This reduction is

effected by successively substituting the expressions for the primary variables

into equation 4. That is, first replace DFTE with equation 3; next replace al l

occurrences of DFAE (there will be two now) in the modified equation 4 with

equation 2; finally, replace all occurrences of DATP (there will be three) with

equation 1. The resulting reduced-form equation should contain only

Institutional characteristics that influence changes in net tuition revenue

(DNTR) indirectly through the change variables, except for base enrollment

(X101) and base tuition price (X178), which also affect DNTR directly.

It is important that this approach be used in looking at how institutional

characteristics affect net tuition revenue if one is to understand the

mechanism by which each one might affect net tuition revenue. For example.

while one might get very similar numbers (correspc.ling to the total effects)

by directly estimating the equation

DNTR ='t +tX+tX+...+tX+ e
0 1 1 2 2 k k

for the change in net tuition revenue as a function of the institutional

characteristics X<1>, X<2>, X<k>, one would not understand why or how

institutional characteristic X <i> happened to have total effect t<i> on the

change in net tuition revenue (Hanushek and Jackson 1977. pp. 227-28). One

would have no way of knowing which path the effect followed in going from the

institutional characteristic to net tuition revenue. For example. the

institution's geographic region could be important in estimating changes in net

tuition revenue because it affects the institution's tuition policies or

enrollments or both. This understanding can only come from looking at the

16



complete structure of relationships as is done in figure 2 using the sx,5±gm of

equations.
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FINDINGS

Design and Limitations of Analysis

This discussion of the findings Is divided into three sections to correspond fo

the three major steps in the data analysis:

1. Test the assumption that Reported Gross Tuition and Fees Revenue is

equal to the product of FTE enrollment and the undergraduate tuition

price.___This provides the basis for believing that enrollment and

tuition price. taken together with financial aid, are the central

factors in the calculation of changes in net tuition and fees revenue.

2. Test the six assumptions about relationships between changes in net

tuition revenue. tuition price. financial aid, and enrollment. These

relationships show the connections between policy variables directly

entering into the calculation of net tuition revenue.

3. Look for signs of other relationships between change variables and

institutional characteristics. These relationships reflect a second

level of complexity: the connections between institutional

characteristics and net tuition revenue that are generally mediated by

the three basic policy variables of enrollment, financial aid, and

tuition.

In actuality, stops 2 and 3 consisted of a single statistical computation:

that of estimating equations 1-4. The discussion of findings will be clearer,

however, if they are treated as separate steps.

The findings of the study are limited in their generalizabillty by several

considerations. As in all nonexperimental designs, it is assumed that the

results can only be general ized to the extent that the underlying structure

does not change. In particular, the findings would not follow If there were

changes in college pricing policy, such as the introduction of a voucher

system. or tax credits. or if public colleges started charging full-cost

tuition prices. Further, the resultS do not show what will happen if any of

the policy variables are changed, but only what patterns have existed

historically. There is no to use nonexperimental data to prove one thing

actually causes another:

The generalizability of the results'are also limited by the fact that the

findings of the study are based on a limited set of measurements for a specific

sample of the population of private colleges at two specific points in time.

This limitation will be compounded to the extent that any of the measurements

used did not accurately reflect reality. that is, any data quality problems.

Since the findings are based on the use of the REGRESSION procedure of

SPSS, the results are subject to statistical and technical limitations. The

explanatory power of the regression equations is reduced to the extent that all

of the influential factors are not controlled for. Certain variables not

easily measured for individual private institutions in a national sample (such .

as the number of high school graduates in that institution's market. prevailing

wage rates, unemployment rates, and tuition prices at competing institutions)

were not considered for inclusion in the analysis. Other variables may have
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been in the data base, but were omitted because of their quality. or because

not all of the variables could be included. Technical considerations stem from

the built-in limitations of using SPSS (pre-release version 8.0) at a

Hewlett/Packard 3000 computer installation.

Policy Components of Net Tuition Revenue

In order to increase one's understanding of net tuition revenue (which is

gross tuition revenue minus institutional financial aid), it is necessary to

back up one step and make sure of which factors affect gross tuition revenue.

Together with institutional financial aid, the factors affecting gross tuition

revenue form the batis for understanding net tuition revenue. Intuitively,

gross tuition fees revenue = enrollment x tuition price

It was actually possible to examine the applicability of this equation to the

data for private colleges. At the same time. this examination established

enrollment and tuition price as the basic determinants of gross tuition

revenue. and the extent to which equation 4 simplifies real ity by being a

linear equation.

The test of whether or not gross tuition revenue equals enrollment times

tuition price consisted of using the SPSS REGRESSION procedure to estimate the

regression of reported gross tuition and fees revenue on the product. FTE

enrollment X undergraduate tuition price. The results of the estimation are

reported on table 20 for 1976-77 and on table 26 for 1977-78.

Each line of tables 2-1 and 2-2 corresponds to a particular type of

private college. The first piece of information on a line is the actual

regression estimatesboth the constant term and the coefficient for the

product of enrollment with tuition. Under the coefficients, their respective
standard errors of estimate are given in parentheses. ,Next the F statistic and

appropriate degress,of freedom arcr given as evidence fOr supposing that the

multiple correlation coefficient is different from zero. Finally, the square

of the multiple correlation is given. In 1976-77. the product of enrollment

'with tuition explained from 79 to 96 percent of the variation in reported gross

tuition revenue. In 1977-78, the product explained from 80 to 96 percent of

the variation, depending on the type of institution..
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Table 2-1

Estimated Regression Equation for Reported Gross Tuition and Fees Revenue

on FTE Enrollment x Undergraduate Tuition Price in 1976-77

Class and Size a + b*ENR*TUIT
(se[a]) (se[b]) Degrees of Freedom R

2

:Major Doctoral -179.96 +1.06 ENR*TUIT 1437.88

(970.30) (.03) (12 57) .962

Comprehensive
1-2499 403.57 + .90 ENR*TUIT 546.16

(172.97) (.04) (1,60) .901

over 2499 -967.96 + .95 ENR*TUIT 545.66

(438.93) (.04) (1,76) .879

Two Year
1-499 38.44 + .95 ENR*TUIT 655.33

(20.34) (.04) (1,142) .322

over 499 -394.19 +1.32 ENR*TUIT 306,43

(156.96) (.07) (1, 79) .795

General
Baccalaureate

1-499 31.7c4 +1.02 ENR*TUIT 589.18

(33.62) (.04) (1,104) .850

500-749 128.19 + .93 ENR*TUIT 1095.06

(40.96) (.03) (1,127) .896

750-999 107.59 + .97 ENR*TUIT 532.55

(85.18) (.04) (1,118) .819

1000-1499 270.12 + .92 ENR*TUIT 1283.29

(79.68) (.03) (1,128) .909

over 1499 183.23 + .97 ENR*TUIT 837.45

(186.77) (.03) (1,124) .871

No
Reported Gross Tuition and Fees Revenue in thousands of dollars.

Undergraduate Tuition Price in thousands of dollars.

Enrollment in FTE students.
Class and Size are based on NM:MS taxonomy and FTE enrollment

in 1976-77.



Table 2-2

Estimated Regression Equation for Reported Gross Tuition and Fees'Revenue

on FTE Enrollment x Undergraduate Tuition Price in 1977-78

Class and Size a + b*ENR*TUIT

(se[a]) (se[b]) Degrees of Freedom R'

Najor Doctoral 177.49 +1.05 ENR*TUIT 1678.83

(983.86) (.03) (1, 57) .967

Comprehensive
1-2499 430.24 + .91 ENR*TUIT 433.59

(216.86) '(.04) (1, 60) .878

over 2499 429.40 +1.02 ENR*TUIT 1130.07

(394.64) (.03). .

(1, 76) .937

Two Year
1499 36.89 + .96 ENR*TUIT 1053.35

(18.41) (.03) (1,142) .881

over 499 -93.77 4.1.08 ENR*TU1T 431.43

(111.62) (.05) (1, 79) .859

General
Baccalaureate

1-499 39.47 +1.03 ENR*TUIT 423.83

(43.65) (.05) (1,104) 7.803

500-749 129.65 + .95 ENR*TUIT 1404.15

(39.94) (.03) (1,127) .917

750-999 172.12 + .97 ENR*TUIT 560.k69

(91.26) (.04) (1,'118) .826

1000-1499 255.62 + .93 ENR*TUIT 1186,68.

(90.34) (.03) (1,128) .902

over 1499, 256.72 + .99 ENR*TUIT 934..30

(197.87) (.03) (1,124) .883

Notes:
Reported Gross Tuition and Fees Revenue in thousands of dollars.

Undergraduate Tuition Price in thousands of dollars.

Enrollment in FTE students.
Class and Size are based on NCHENS taxonomy and FTE enrollment

in 1976-77.
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From the basic regression results. it was possible to compute a 95 percent

confidence interval around the coefficient of enrollment x tuition price. If

the number one was in the confidence Interval. there Is a good ci H,:e that the

product neither overestimated nor underestimated the reported revenue figure.

In 1976-77. using the product FTE enrollment x tuition price to estimate

gross to revenue would have resulted in an overestimate of gross tuition

and fees revenue at small comprehensive colleges, at small general

baccalaureate institutions and at large baccalaureate institutions. Al- large

two-year colleges, the product seemed to underestimate reported revenue. In

these four types of institutions, further evidence of the poor predictive power

of the product for estimating gross tuition revenues was the fact that the

constant terms were significantly different from zero at the .05 level using a

two - tailed test. In 1977-78, the product continued to be an overestimate at

small comprehensive colleges and large baccalaureate institutions.

The failure of such a commonly held belief to be absolLrely true may be

duo to the fact that large numbers of part-time or special students pay tuition

on a different basis (for example. per credit) than students enrolled for a

regular load of courses. Alternatively, the results encountered may be due to

incorrect reporting of tuition and fee revenue on the HEGIS Financial

Statistics Survey. Schools may be adjusting the revenue figure for tuition

remissions or other financial aid when the figure asked for is supposed to be

all the tuition chacged against students.

The fact that gross tuition revenue might not be exactly equal to the

product of FTE enrollment and tuition price should alert college planners to

see which multiple (other than 1.0) will give the best prediction-s Of gross

tuition revenue at their own institutions. This does not detract from the fact

that the variables enrollment and tuition together accounted for at least 80

percent of the variability in gross tuition revenue figures and thus, together

with financial aid, form the critical triad'of variables for investigating net

tuition revenue. Therefore, the research could proceed confident in the belief

that the logically important
variables--enrollment, financial aid, and tuition

price--were also the statistically important variables in calculating net

tuition revenue.

Test of Assumptions about Factors Entering
Calculation of Net Tuition Revenue

The purpose of the next part of the analysis was to test the assumptions

that were made about the existence and direction of relationships between the

variables directly involved in the calculation of net tuition revenue. These

assumptions were stated earlier on pages 13-14. Assumption 1-6 about the

relationships between the four change variables were examined by estimating

equations 1-4 with the SPSS procedure REGRESSION. The basic structure of the

.,equations was derived from assumptions 1-6 and supplemented with those

institutional characteristics which seemed to increase the amount of explained

variance in each dependent variable.

The regression coefficients of the change variables and their

corresponding standard errors of estimate are given in table 3-1 (for those

that were estimated) together with the simple correlation coefficient for each
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of the six pairs of variables. Each column in table 3-1 shows tho results for

one of the ten types of private colleges examined.

When we look at the three numbers in the first column and the first row of

table 3-1, we see that the simple correlation between change in net tuition

revenue and change in enrollment for doctoral institutions was .467. The two

asterisks indicate that .467 was so much greater than zero, that a number this

positive would only result from a distribution of correlation coefficients

centered arounda zero or negative true value by chance Less than 1.25 percent

of the time. Further, in the regression equation with change in net tuition

revenue as the dependent variable. a change in enrrilment of 1 FTE student was

associated with an increase of $440 in net tuition revenue (if all other things

remain constant) subject to,a standard error of $141. That means there is only

about a 60 percent chance that the interval from $299 to $581 will surround the

true value of the regression coefficient.: Looking at the sixth row of the

first column of table 3-1, we see that the simple correlation between change in

financial aid and change in tuition was significantly greater than zero, but

that the coefficient for change in tuition price in the equation with change in

financial-aid expenditure as the dependent variable was not estimated

(indicated by #).

Notes for Table 3-1

-a. Simple correlation coefficient (*p<.05,**p<.0125 for test of hypothesis

against one-tailed alternative)

Estimated regression coefficient and standard error in parentheses

b. Money in thousands of dollars

Enrollment in FTE students

Change measured between 1976-77 and 1977-78

# No regression equation was found to estimate the regression coefficient for

which the ratio of the estimated coefficient to its standard error had a

magnitude greater than 1.00

N = 51, 54, 73, 86. 54, 84, 114, 121, and 119 respectively for the different

types of institution reading across the table column headings
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Table 3-1

Evidence
a
for 6 Basic Hypotheses at Different Types of Private Institutions

NCHEMS Class and 1976-77 FTE Enrollment

Variables
b
in Hypothesis and Doctoral Comprehensive

Two Year.

Predicted Direction of Relationship
1-2499 over 2499 1-499 over 499

1. Chao in Net Tuition Revenue
.467**

Change in Enrollment

(-1-)

.440

(.141)

2, Change in Net Tuition Revenue
-.082

Change in Financial Aid Expenditure
-.710

(.148)

Change in Net Tuition Revenue
.031

Change in Tuition Price

( +)
4561.909

(2209,951)

.
Change in Enrollment

-.106

Change in Financial Aid Expenditure

( +)
.

-.188

(.145)

Change in Enrollment
-.290*

Change in Tuition Price.

(-)
-3104,880

(1868,538)

. Change in Financial Aid Expenditure
.293*

Change in Tuition Price

(+

.258* .348** .577** -.274

1.050 .519 1.136 -.0(4

(.372) -(.152) (.146) (.298)

-.347** -.281** -.082 -.644**

-.848 -.577 .

-.767 -3.087

(.214) (.230) (.182) (.645)

-.031 .196* .202* .137

-309,759 1174.273 157.710 9.024

(392.205) (862.686) (48.898) (530.748)

.137 -.113 .306** .232*

.081 # .364 .421

(.074)
(.118) ,(.268)

-.089 .146 -.039 -.051'

-.037 -.021 .164 -.144

3"'

1/
1/

47.758 -156.840

(29.670) (90,785)



Table 31 (continued)

Evidcnce
3
[, Or 6 )5a ;1. Hypotheses at: 1)1fferent Typos of Private lusLitaittons

HCHEMS Class and 1976-77 FfE Enrollment

Variables
I)

in Hypothesis and General Baccalaureate

Predicted Direction of Relationship 1-499 500-749

'Change in Net Tuition Revenue.

Change in Enrollment

(+)

392** .541**

1.0.11 2.013

:(.260) (.161)

2. Change. ill Not Tuition 'Qvenue

Cnange in Financial. Al l Expenditure

(-)

.238

.481 -.902

(.276) (.043)

Change in Met Tuition Revenue

Change in TuitLm Price

(4-)

4. Change in Enrollment

Change in Financial Aid Expenditure

(+)

.056 .121

126,866 115.917

(118.814) ( 86.554)

.044 -.129

.118 .
#

(.114)

5. Change in Enrollment

Change in Tuition Price

-.234* -.015

..--105.021 #

(47.794)

6, Change in Financial Aid Expenditure

Change in Tuition Price

(1.)

.205 -.075

750-999 1000-1499

.

.172* .302**

258.632 395.744

(98,732) (166.846:

-.164* .021

-101.776 11

(68,069)

.035 .001

.496** .382**

1,176 .742

(.117) (.146)

-, 41.91* -.521**

-.950 -.830

(.106) (.107)

.129 -.117

# #

over 1.499

.531**

1,201

(.164)

-.080

-.464

(.210)

.'1.15

-96 489

(30;.866)

1.53

.1.61

014)

-,244**

-505.775

(160.581)

,'75*

72.771 -253.766 11 11 174.402

(43.601) (132.376) (11q.704)
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Azattrapt I QD

Looking across the first row on fable 3-1. wo find that the null

hypothesis--changes in enrollment have no effect on changes in net tuition

revenue--could bo rejected for nine of the ten groups at the .0125 level In

favor of the alternative that increases in enrollment have a positive direct

effect on not tuition revenue. For the larger two-year colleges, the estimated

regression coefficient was negative (contrary to expectation) but not

significantly different from zero at the .05 level.

Assumption 2

Looking across the second row on tablo 3-1. wo find that the null

hypothesischanges in financial-aid expenditure have no effect on changes in

net tuition revenue--could be rejected for nine of the ten groups at the 0.5

level in favor of the alternative that increases in financial-aid expenditure

have a negative direct effect on net tuition revenue. Only for the smallest

baccalaureate Institutions did Increase in financial-aid expenditure have a

significant positive direct effect on net tuition revenue.

Assumption 3

Looking across the third row on table 3-1. we find that the null

hypothesis -- changes in tuition price have no effect on changes in net tuition

revenue - -could be rejected for four of the ten types of private schools at the

0.5 level in favor of the alternative that increases in tuition price have a

positive direct effect on net tuition revenue. In another four groups, the

estimated regression coefficient was positive. but not significantly different

from zero at the 0.5 level. For small comprehensive colleges and the largest

baccalaureate institutions, the estimated regression coefficient was negative

(contrary to expectations), but not significantly different from zero at the

0.5 levet.

Assumption 4

Looking at the fourth row of table 3-1. in only one group cou! the null

hypothesis--changes In financial-aid expenditure have no effect on changes in

enrollment-- be rejected at the .0125 level in favor of the alternative that

increases in financial-aid expenditure are related to increases in enrollment.

In another four cases, the estimated regression coefficient was positive. but

not significantly different from zero at the .05 level. Only for the doctoral

institutions was the regression coefficient negative (contrary to

expectations); but It was not significantly different from zero at the .05

love'. In the remaining four cases, no regression model was found where this

regression coefficient could be estimated to be at least as large as its

standard error.

LiZAMPtioD 5

Looking at the fifth row on table 3-1. we find that in two groups the null

hypothesis--changes in tuition price have no effect on changes in

enrollmentcould be rejected at the .05 level in favor of the alternative that

increases in tuition price are related to decreases in enrollment. in another

two groups.the estimated regression coefficients were also negative. but not
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significantly differont from zero at tho .05 level. In tho romalning six

groups, no rogrosslon model was found whore the coeffIciont of ch,aago_Jm

fultlon_prIco was grouter than its standard error, so no conclusions could bo

drawn about tho relationship in those cases.

As.S_umpti on 6.

Looking,at tho sixth row of table 3-1. In only ono subfllo could the null

hypothesischanges in tuition price have no effect on changes in financial-aid

expendituro--be rejected at the .05 level. Tho alternative hypothesis Inc that

increases in tuition price are related to increases in financial-aid

expenditures. In another two cases the regression coefficient was positive but

not significantly different from' zero at the .05 level. For small,

baccalaureate Institutions and larger two-your colleges, the regression
coefficient was negative (corii-rary to expectations) and significantly differoi

from zero at the .05 level. In the other five cases, no regression model was

found whore this regression coefficient could be estimated to bo at least as

large as its standard error.

Summary

The essential nature of the relationships between the pairs of change

variables Is summarized on table 3-2. For example. locking down the second

column of table 3-2, we see that at small, comprehensive. private colleges the

following relationships were observed.

1. A change in enrollment had a positive direct effect on net tuition revenue,

ail other things remaining constant. That is, increases in enrollment

'tended to be associated with increases In net tuition revenue.

2. A change in financial-aid expenditure had a negative direct effect on net

tuition revenue. all other things remaining,constant. That is, increases

In financial-aid expenditures tended to be associated with decreases in net

tuition revenue.

3. The direct effect of a change in tuition price .on net tuition revenue was

neither consistently positive, or negative. Further investigation is called

for.

4. The direct effect of a change in financial-aid expenditures on enrollment

was neither consistently positive or negative. Further investigation is

called for.

5. No information could be extracted from the data about the relationship

between a change in tuition price and changes in enrollment.

6. No information could be extracted from the data about the relationship

between a change in financial-aid expenditures and a change in tuition

price.

Each column in table 3-2 can be interpreted similarly for institutions of

that of NCHEMS class and size. Each entry in table 3-2 may be interpreted as

information about the likely sign of the corresponding regression

coefficientone of the blsin equations 1-4.
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Note fur Table

Using the f I gures reported I n tab le 3--1, r el ill ionsh Ip between a pa r

of variablos Is reported as

PesLtlYe If the regression coefficient is at leiKit as large as twice its

standard error,

&gullye. If the regression coefficient I
negative and at least as largo

In magnitude as twice its standard error,

Zero if the magnitude of the ratio of the regression coefficient to

its standard error is less than twice its standard error.

No relationship Is reported if the pair of variables did not both appear

In ono of lhe equations used to estimate the regression parameters.

Each entry In table 3-2 may bo Interpreted as being one of the Os in

figure 2 which relates one change variable to another change variable.
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-that In the regression equation with change In tuition pr ice as the dependent

variable, the variables "Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77" and "For-Prof it

Institution" had estimated coefficients not significantly different from zero;

he coefficient of aiLdejitAis;Lktpsguature 1976-77 was significantly greater

than zero; and the coefficient of Student A1dExpendttures as_a Per_eontAge of

Oroas Tuition & FQ0.5 Rwsnu.o.was significantly loss than zero. The other

variables did not appear in the osti mati on of equation 1 for this group of

inst -ha ons.
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Notes for tables 4-1 to 4-10:

The relationship between a change in variable and an institutional

characteristic is reported as

Positive if the regression coefficient of the Institutional variable in

the equation with the change variable as the dependent variable

is positive and twice as large in magnitude as its standard

error,

e if the regression coefficient of the institutional variable in

the equation with the change variable as the dependent variable

is negative and twice as large in magnitude as its standard

error,

Zero if the magnitude of the regression coefficient was not at least

twice as large as its standard error.

No relationship is reported if the institutional characteristic was not

selected for inclusion in the equation used to estimate the regression

parameters: for. particular-change variable.

Each entry in tables 4-1 to 4-10 may be interpreted as being one of the

Os In figure 2 that relates an institutional characteristic to change

variable.

Geographic realoPs and For-Profit Institution are dummy variables, which

are 1 if the characteristic applies and D otherwise;

All money Is in thousands of dollars;

Enrollment in FTE students for 1976-77;

All percents are between 0 and 100, Inclusive;

All ratios are positive-
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Table 4-1

Observed Relationships Between Change Variables and institutional
Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

NCHEMS Class:

igajor Doctoral

°HAW=
Tuition Student Enrollment Net

Price Aid Tuition
Expenditure Revenue

I .1

North-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains zero

Southeast

West-Southwest zero

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 positive zero.

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77

FTE 'Throliment 1976-77 zero positive positive

Student Services as Percent
of E &G Expenditures negative

Gross Tuition &Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue zero

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue

Student-Faculty Ratio zero

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time First-time Freshmen

Percent In-State negative

Percent In College Housing

Percent Minority Background positive

Percent Engineering Majors zero

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grants
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Table 4-2

Cbsnyed Relationships Between Chance Variables and Institutional

Cnc.rcteristics for Ten Different Types of Private institution

NCHEt'S Class:

Comprehensive
1976-77 FTE Enrollment:

1-2499

North-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast

West-Southwest

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77

FTE Enrollment 1976-77

Student Services as Percent
of, E&G Expenditures

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue

i

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

CHANGE IM

Tuition Student Enrollment Net

Price Aid Tuition

Expenditure Revenue
1

zero

zero zero

positive

zero

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tuitlon&Fees Revenue negative

Student-Faculty Ratio zero

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time First-time Freshmen negative

Percent In-State

Per-Cent In College Housing

Percent Minority Background

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded In Grants
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Table 4-3

Observed Relationships Between Change Variables and Institutional
Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

NCHEMS Class:

Comprehensive
1976-77 FTE Enrollment:

over 2499

Tuition Student Enrollment Net

Price Aid Tuition
Expenditure Revenue

1

North-Atlantic
/ -

Great Lakes-Plains zero

Southeast

West-Southwest zero

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 zero zero

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77 negative

FTE Enrollment 1976-77 zero negative positive

Student Services as Percent
of EEG Expenditures

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue positive positive

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue negative

Student-Faculty Ratio zero negative

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time. First-time Freshmen negative zero

Percent In -State negative

Percent in College Housing positive

Percent Minority Background zero

Percent Enginee.rng Majors.

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grants negative
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Table 4-4

Observed Relationships Between Change Variables and Institutional

Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

NCHES Class: CHANE 11`!

Two Year TL ,dent Enrollment Net

1976777 FTE Enrol Iment: F, Aid Tuition

1-499 enditure :
Revenue

1
I 1

North-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains zero

Southeast

West-Southwest

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 zero -zero positive

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77 positive negative

FTE Enrollment 1976-77

Student Services as'Percent
of E&G Expenditures

positive positive

Gross Tuition &Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue zero

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure zero

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tilition&Fees Revenue negative

Student-Faculty Ratio

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time First -time Freshmen

Percent In-State

Percent In College Housing

Percent Minority Background

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grants

For-Profit Institution

zero

negative

positive

zero

zero zero
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Table 4-5

Observed Relationships Between Change Variables and Institutional
Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

NCHES Class:

Two Year
1976-77 FTE Enrollment:

over 499

CHP-UnE IN

Tuition Student Enrollment Net
Price Aid Tuition

Expenditure Revenue

North-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains zero

Southeast zero positive negative

West-Southwest zero negative

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77, positive negative zero

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77 zero

FTE Enrollment 1976-77 positive positive negative

Stddent Services as Percent
of Ee.G Expenditures negative zero zero

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditurenegative zero

Student Aid Expenditureas.Percent
of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue

Student-Faculty Ratio negative

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full -time First-time Freshmen positive negative

Percent In-State negative

Percent in, College Housing

Percent Minority Background zero positive

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grantspositive positive

For-Profit Institution positive
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Table 4-6

Obsrved Relationthips Between Change Variables and Institutional

C.)ar-acteristics for Ten Different Types of Private InstitutiOn

UCHES Class:
CH/TflF IN

General Baccalaureate Tuition Student Enrollment Net

1976-77'FTE Enrollment:
Price Aid Tuition

1-499
Expenditure .

Revenue

1
1

1

North Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast
zero zero

West-Southwest

Undergraduate 'Tuition 1976-77 positive zero zero

Student Aid Expenditure'1976-77 positive positive

FTE Enrollment 1976-77
zero negative zero

Student Services as Percent

of.E&G Expendiures

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue

as Percent'of Total revenue negative

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent

of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue negative zero negative

Student-Faculty Ratio zero

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to

Full-time First -time Freshmen zero zero

Percent In-State positive

Percent In College Housing

Percent Minority Background

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded In Grants
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Table 4-7
Observed Relationships Between Change Variables and Institutional

Characteristics for Ten Different. Types of Private Institution

NCHEMS Class:
General Baccalaureate

1976-77 FTE Enrollment:
500-749

CHANGE IN
Tuition Student Enrollment Net

Price Aid Tuition
Expenditure Revenue

I I I

North-Atlantic zero zero

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast zero

West-Southwest positive

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 positive zero

Student Aid xpenditure 1976-77

FTE Enrollme t'1976-7,7 zero positive

Student Services as Percent
of E&G Expenditures

Gross Tuition &Fees Revenue
as Percent' of Total Revenue

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure negative zero

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue negative

Student-Faculty Ratio negative

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time First-time Freshmen zero

Percent In-State
. negative, positive

Percent In College Housing zero

PerCent Minority Background positive

Percent Engineering Majors zero

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Ni Grants positive
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Table 4-8

Observed elationships Between Change Variables and Institutional
Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

NCHE:.1S Class:
General Baccalaureate

1976-77 FTE Enrollment:
750-999

CHiV'!GF

Tuition Student Enrollment Net

Price Aid Tuition

Expenditure Revenue

1

North-Atlantic positive

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast negative

West-Southwest negative positive

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 positive positive positive

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77

FTE Enrollment 1976-77 zero zero zero

Student Services as Percent
of EEG Expenditures zero

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue.
as Percent of Total Revenue zero

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure zero

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tultion&Fees Revenue negative

Student-Faculty Ratio

Ratio of Full -time Undergrads to
Full-time First-time Freshmen zero zero negative

.Percent In-State

Percent i,n Colleoe Housing positive

Percent Minority Background negative

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grants
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Table '4\79

Observed Relationships Between Chang Variables and Institutional
Characteristics for Ten Different T pes of Private Institution

NCHEMS Class: C ,fE It!

General Baccalaureate Tuition tudent Enrollment Net
1976-77 FTE Enrollment: Price Kid Tuition

1000-1499 Expenditure Revenue

North-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast

West-Southwest

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 positive zero positive

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77

FTE Enrollment 1976-77 zero zero

Student Services as PerCent
--of E&G Expenditures positive

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue

Unrestricted Scholarships as
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure zero

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent
of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue positive

Student-Faculty Ratio positive

Ratio of Full-time Undergrads to
Full-time First-time Freshmen

Percent In-State zero

Percent in College Housing zero negative

Percent Minority BackgrounJ

Percent Engineering Majors zero

-Percent Total Aid Awarded in. Grants zero

positive

negative

negative
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Table 4-10

Observed Felatiohships Eetween Change Variables and Institutional

Characteristics for Ten Different Types of Private Institution

'1,iCES Class:
Gen_ ral Bac.cJlaureate

176-77 ErrolInt:
I:499

Tuition Student Enroll7nt Net

Peid.J Aid Tuition

E;-penditure Pe,/enue

-1-'

North Atlantic zero zero

Great Lakes-Plains

Southeast zero negative

West-Southwest

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 zero negative positive

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77

FTE Enrollrent 1976-77
positive

Student Services as Percent
of E&G Expenditures

positive

Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue
as Percent of Total Revenue

Unrestricted Scholarships Es
Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent

of Gross Tuition&Fees Revenue zero positive

Student-Faculty Ratio negative negative

Ratio of FulH time Undergrads to

Full-time First-flue Freshmen negative

Percent In-State negative negative

Percent In College Housing zero negative

Percent Minority Background

Percent Encineering Majors zero

Percent Total Aid Awarded In GraritspositiVe positive positive
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The Effect of Institutional Characteristics

The sane relationships between pairs of variables suggested in tables 4-1 to

4-10 can also be stated in prose. as propositions which might be explored

tuth3r. Table 5 shows the correspondence between the entries on tables 4-1 to

4-10 and the list of propoSitions presented below. For example. looking at

table 5,, the proposition that relates Percent In-State and QhainD_In_atiften±

Aid E4mor.litur.2 is proposition A5. This would help someone'reading table 4-1

understand what is meant by the entry _negative in the row labeled Percent

ID7Staio and the column labeled Char= fn atuslatidAidaaeftlitUrso. Eventually,

this proposition would be combined with information about ali the ways in which

changes In student aid expenditures can offer'. changes in net tuition revenue

to explain the various ways in which the percent of In-state students at an

institution can indirectly affect changes in net tuition revenue.
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Table 5

Correspondence of Observed Relationships

in Tables 4-1 through 4-10 with Propositions Al-D6

NU= Muss: cHi,MGE

Tuition
}rice

Stu'r.k!nt EnrcHIT:r:nt N(.:t

7,.]itHrm

P tp?

I=

!';crth-Tlantic

Great Lakes-Plains

Al A2 A3
Southeast

West-Southwest

Undergraduate Tuition 1976-77 D3 D4 D5

Student Aid Expenditure 1976-77 Cl C2 C3

FTE Enrollment 1976-77
B1 82 B3

Student Services as Percent
of E&G Expenditures B18 B19 B20

Gross. Tuition&Fees Reven,ue
, Dl D2

as Percent of Total Revenue

Unrestricted Scholarships as C7 CS

Percent of Student Aid Expenditure

Student Aid Expenditure as Percent C4 C5 C6

of Gross Tuitione,Fees Revenup

Student-Faculty Ratio B5 B6 B7

Ratio of Fuli-time Undergrads to

Full-time First-time Freshmen 88 B9 B10

Percent In-State A4 A5 A6

Percent In College Housing B11 B12 B13

Percent Minority Background B14 B15 B16

Percent Engineering Majors

Percent Total Aid Awarded in Grants C9 C10

For-Profit Institution B17

.53
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The propositions are grouped under four headings: geographic
region/market, campus community, financial aid, and tuition. The subgroups of

general baccalaureate institutions are distinguished in the discussion below by

the adjectives: smallest, small, medium size. large and largest, respectively.

Geographic Region/Market

ErDlot.91±101_11. There was a negative relationship between being in the

Southoast or West-Southtlest aud chongo5 In tuition prico for modium-sizod

baccdiauroato institutions.

Prcwrsition AZ. There was a positive relationship betvfeen region and

changes In financial -aid expendltures'for large two-year colleges In the

Southeast and for small baccalaureate Institutions In the West-Southwest.

Proposition A3. There was a negative relationship between region and

changes in enrollment for the largest baccalaureate institutions in the

Southeast and for the large two-year colleges in the Southeast and the

West-Southeast. There was a positive relationship for medium-sized general

baccalaureate institutions in the West-Southwest and the North Atlantic region.

Proposition _A4. The relationship between percentage of students from

In-state and changes in tuition price was positive for the smallest

baccalaureate institutions and negative for the largest baccalaureate

institutions. One interpretation of this would be that very small colleges

with captive populations have more latitude to raise tuition prices while very

large'colleges have more latitude to raise tuition prices if they have more of

a national market.

Proposition A5. The relationship between percentage of students from

in-state and change in financial-aid expenditures was negative for doctoral

institutions, small baccalaureate institutions, and large two-year colleges.

Again. this could be interpreted to mean that schools with captive student

populations do not have to expend as much on finacial aid.

PrwositionA6. The relationship between percentage of students from

in-state and change in enrollment was negative for large comprehensive colleges

and the largest baccalaureate institutions. The relationship was positive for

small baccalaureate Institutions. This might be interpreted to mean that the

largest comprehensive colleges and baccalaureate institutions suffered reduced

enrollments if they were not able to draw'a -nationwide pool; small

baccalaureates made slight gains in enrollment if they drew on a local pool of

students.

Campus Community

Propositioni3i. Within each group of institutions, size of FTE enrollment

was not related to size of tuition increase.

Proposition B2. At two-year colleges, changes in financial-aid

expenditures were directly proportional to FTE enrollment.
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Proposition 63. There was a positive relationship between FTE enrollment

and changes in FTE enrollment at doctoral institutions and large two-year

colleges. There was a negative relationship at large comprehensive colleges

and the smallest baccalaureate institutions.

Proposition 14. There was a positive relationship between FTE enrollment

and changes in net tuition revenue at doctoral inslitutions, comprehensive

institutions, small baccalaureate institutions, very large Baccalaureate

Institutions, and small two-year colleges. The relationship was negative for

large two-year colleges.

Erfaasi±ion_0. Within each group of Institutions, student-faculty ratio

was not significantly related to changes In tuition prices.

Proposition_66. There was a negative relationshii between student-faculty

ratio and changes in financial-aid expenditure at the largest baccalaureate

institutions.

Proposition_67. There was a negative relationship between student-faculty

ratio and changes in enrollment at large comprehensive colleges.. at the larger

baccalaureate institutions, and a+ large two-year colleges. This might be

interpreted to mean that large institutions with relatively small numbers of

faculty were not as attractive to students as comparable sized institutions

with more faculty members.

Pcoposition 66. There was a negative relationship between the ratio of

undergraduates to freshmen and changes in tuition price for large comprehensive

colleges.

Propo5ition 69. There was a positive relationship between ratio of

undergraduates to freshmen and changes in financial -aid expenditures at large

two-year colleges. This may be interpreted to mean that new financial aid is

targeted at freshmen.

Erzazitiaajag. There was a negative relationship between the ratio of

undergraduates to freshmen and changes in enrollment at small comprehensive

colleges, at baccalaureate institutions of at least medium size. and at

two-year colleges. This may be interpreted to mean that low_.freshmen

enrollments presage overall enrollment declines at all but doctoral

institutions.

ProposItLoft 111. There was a positive relationship between the percentage

of students living in college housing and changes In tuition price for large

comprehensive colleges and medium size baccalaureate institutions. This may be

interpreted to mean that residential campuses have more flexibility in raising

tuition prices.

-Proposition 612. There was a positive relationship between the percentage

of students living in college housing and changes in financial-aid expenditures

for small two-year colleges. This may be interpreted to mean that small

residential two-year colleges spend more on financial aid to induce students to

attend.'
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Prokesi±ionDU. There was a negative relationship between the percentage

of students in college housing and changes in enrollment at the larger

baccalaureate institutions. This may indicate a lessening of the popular

advantage of large residential liberal-arts colleges in attracting students.

Proposition 814. There was a negative relationship between the percentage

of students of minority background and changes in tuition price at medium sized

baccalaureate institutions. This may be interpreted to mean that colleges try

to anticipate the amount of increased tuition that minority students can bear.

ProposLtign_515. There was a positive relationship between the percentage

of minority students and changes in financial aid at doctoral institutions and

large two-year colleges.

Proposition 516. There was a positive relationship between percentage of

minority students and changes in enrollment at small baccalaureate

institutions:

Proposltion_517. At two-year colleges, there was a positive relationship

between being a for-profit institution and changes in tuition price. This'may

be interpreted to mean that for-profit Institutions feel they have more

flexibility or more need to make larger than average tuition increases.

ergaosifienalli. There was a negative relationship between the level of

expenditures on student services and changes in tuition price for large

wc,-year colleges.

Propositioft B19. There was a negative relationship between the level of

expenditure on student services and changes in expenditures on financial aid at

doctoral institutions. The relationship was positive at large baccalaureate

Institutions.

Proposition _820. There was a positive relationship between the level of

expenditure on student services and changes in enrollment at the largest

baccalaureate institutions.

Financial Aid

Proposition QJ. There was a positive relationship between the absolute

level' of financial-aid expenditure and changes in tuition price at the smal !est

baccalaureate institutions and at small two-year colleges. This may be

interpreted to mean that high levels of financial aid may give very small

institutions a sense of flexibility In raising tuition prices.

as=04102.11. There was a negative relationship between the actual

level of financial -aid expenditures and changes in financial-aid expenditures

at large comprehensive colleges and all two-year colleges.

Prope§ition_C3. There was a positive relationship between the level of

financial-aid expenditures and changes in enrollment at the smallest

baccalaureate institutions.
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Proposition Q. There was a negative relationship between the percentage

of tuition charges paid for with institutional financial aid and changes in

tuition price at the smallest baccalaureate institutions and small two-year

colleges. There was a positive relationship at large baccalaureate

institutions. The former may be interpreted as a conservative management style

at very small institutions--spending a lot of financial aid and. not raising

tuition very much. The latter may be interpreted as an attempt to cover the

expense of more financial aid by charging higher tuition (to those who can

pay).

Proposition C5. There was a positive relationship between the percentage

of tuition charges paid for with institutional financial aid and changes in

financialFa-1,d_expenditures at small comprehensive colleges and the largest

baccalaureate institutions. The relationship was negative at smal

baccalaureate institutions.

Proposition C6. There was a negative relationship 'between the percentage

of tuition charges paid for with institutional financial aid and changes in

enrollment at the largest comprehensive colleges and at the smallest and medium

size baccalaureate institutions. The relationship was positive at large

baccalaureate institutions. This may be interpreted to mean that high

percentages of expenditures on financial aid do not guarantee steady or

increasing enrollment trends.

Proposit[00-2. There was a negative relationship between the percentage

of.scholarship money from unrestricted funds and changes in tuition price at

the largest two-year colleges. This may be interpreted as a sign of a

double-barreled attempt to ward off enrollment declines by using institutional

funds for financial aid while limiting tuition increases.

Proposition C8. There was a negative relationship between the percentage

of scholarship money from unrestricted funds and changes in financial-aid

expenditures at small bacCalaureate institutions.

Proposition C9. There was a positive relationship between the percentage

of total aid awarded as grants (vs. loans or Jobs) and changes in tuition price .

at the largest baccalabreate institutions and large two-year colleges. This

may be Interpreted to mean that colleges that rely heavily on grants feel that

their students will be more willing to aCcept higher tuition increases.

Proposition Cl(). There was a negative, relationship between percentage of

total aid in grants and changes in enrollment at large comprehensive colleges.

The relationship was positive at the largest baccalaureate Institutions. This

may be interpreted as meaning that grants enhance the popularity of large

baccalaureate institutions but they do not insulate large comprehensiVe

colleges from other factors affecting their popularity adversely.

Tuition

Proposition Dl. There was a positive relationship\between the percentage

of revenue coming-from-tuition and 'fees and changes in tOtion price at large

comprehensive colleges. The relationship was negative at'the smallest

baccalaureate institutions. The latter may be interpreted tks indicating a
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reluctance on the part of schools that are highly dependent on tuition revenues

to raise tuition pricos.

FrepositLcin D.2. There was a positive relationship between the percentage
of revenue coming from tuition and fees and changes in enrollment at large

comprehensive col loges.

Erepesiiicm0.: There was a positive relationship between tuition price
level and changes in tuition price for doctoral institutions, for all but the

largest baccalaureate institutions, and for large two-year colleges.

12=atLQa101.4. There was a positive relationship between tuition price

level and changes in financial-aid expenditures at medium size baccalaureate

institutions.

Proposition D5. There was a negative relationship uetween tuition price
level and changes in enrollment at the largest baccalaureate institutions and

large two-year colleges. This may be interpreted to mean that high prices are

not percelved'as being synonymous with quality, which would make an institution

more popular.

Proposition D. There was a positive relationship between tuition price

level and changes in net tuition revenue at the baccalaureate institutions of

at least medium size and at small two-year colleges.

Estimating the Total Effects

For each type of institution in the study, logically combining the true

propositions about the indirect effects of institutional characteriStics on net

tuition revenue of Cie preceding section with the true assumptions about the

web of the relationships between the variables directly involved in calculating

changes. in net tuition revenue. the potential for calculating the total effect

of any particular variable on net tuition revenue would exist.

If figure 2 were redrawn for each type of institution, the total effect of

any particular institutional characteristic on changes in net tuition revenue

would be the sum of effects along each path in" the diagram connecting that

variable to change in net tuition revenue. Computationally, this reduction can

be accomplished by substituting equation 1 into equation 2, then substituting

equation 1 and the revised equations 2 and 3 into equation 4.

The result of this process is a series of equations for change in net

tuition revenue. initially containing all the change variables and

institutional characteristics but eliminating one. change variable at each step

in the process. The final reduced form equation contains only the

institutional characteristics.

Numerical values are not presented here for the total effects because

there is no assurance that the total effects are statistically different from

zero. This is further necessitated by the fact that same of the values of

R>[2] obtained when estimating equations 1-4 were not even .50.
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Since the main concern of the research reported here was to study the

impact of various factors on net tuition revenue, one might ask why there is a

Aced to estimate more than one equation. One could simply estimate the

regression of changes 1n net tuition revenue on the institutional

characteristics and stop there. This very question is asked (and answered) in

the literature (Hanushek and Jackson 1977, pp. 227-28).

It is not enough to lock just at the relationship between the

institutional characteristics and changes in net tuition revenue. The effect

of the institutional characteristics is only indirect. The nature of the

impact of institutional characteristics on net tuition revenue depends very

much on the nature and structure of the connections--the paths--between the

institutional characteristics and net tuition revenue. Therefore, it is

Imporfant to'investigate both the effect of institutional characteristics on

the variables directly involved in calculating changes in net tuition revenue

and the effect of the variables in the calculation on net tuition revenue

itself. The result of this kind of two-stage investigation is then a

simplified piCture (or model) of what may actual ly be causing fluctuations In

net tuition revenue.

In the original study, the total effects were estimated directly by

estimating equation 5. The discrepancy between the total effects obtained by

the substitution process and'those obtained directly was considerable. ,

Further, when equation 5 was estimated directly, only 1-3 regression

coefficients were statistically significant for each type of institution.

Since both the direct estimates and the reduced-form estimates obtained by

substitution are in fact based on estimates, the best possible data is required

in order to make inferences about the true total effects in the population.
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Summary

This paper has suggested a model of all the factors that impinge or changes in

net tuition revenue in private colleges. The rather complicated web of those

factors contains both the change variables directly involved in th3 calculation

of net tuition revenue and institutional' characteristics that affect net

tuition revenue indirectly through the change variables. Regression analysis

of the system of equations comprising the model provided evidence to indicate

the existence of the relationships assumed to connect the variables directly

involved in the calculation of net tuition revenue. The regression analysis,

also suggested the strength and direction of relationships that might exist

between institutional characteristics and the change variables, For each t.ple

of institution, the exact shape of the web and t'le various paths along which

institutional characteristics could exert an influence on net tuition revenue

was different. The exact nature of the web of factors affecting ne+ tuition

revenue will clearly need to be investigated further at each different fype of

private institution.
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